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AbstractRecently, technology is getting common and cheap for people. Itcan be reached easily around them, even in their grasp. Thedevelopment of smartphone and various free applications bringgreat opportunity and easiness in live and learning process as well.Their integration can be a potential media to improve learners’English competence, especially their receptive skill. There arethree free apps needed to change e-book into audiobook in thesmartphone, consist of FBReader, FBReader TTS plugin and Ivona.A common writing in the e-book can be change into a voice whichone can hear with or without read it. It is a new way to practiceand improve listening and reading skill. Here, some potentials,advantages and also pedagogical implications of them areelaborated. It is expected that learners can improve their Englishskills while having fun.Keyword: FBreader, FBReader TTS plugin, Ivona, smartphone, receptiveskill
BackgroundThe development of technology has highly influenced human life andprofession. It affects social system and personal’s attitude in case of technologyusing. Nowadays it is also used for job management as its efficiency andeffectiveness. It decreases time consumption on doing the work in which theproductivity and the outcome automatically increase. In case of education, it is alsouseful to enhance students’ skill especially English. Here, it talks about free androidapps to develop students’ receptive skill at once. There are three applicationsneeded, they are FBReader, FBReader TTS plugin and Ivona amy English. As aforeign language, it can be trained by having repeated self practice. Thoseapplications collaboration provide many times of reading and listening skillpractice and many sources of e-book based on reader’s taste to practice with.
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Receptive SkillReceptive skill consists of listening and reading but not passive. It is adecoding skill on understanding, different from speaking and writing as anencoding skill. Listening is an essential skill, present in most of the activities wecarry out throughout the lives, as Lindsay and Knight (2006: 45) said: we listen toa wide variety of things, for example; what someone says during a conversation,face to face or on the telephone; announcements giving information, for example,at an airport or railway station; the weather forecast on the radio; a play on theradio; music; someone else’s conversation (eavesdropping); a lecture; professionaladvice, for example, at the doctor, in the bank; instruction, for example, on how touse a photocopier or other machinery; direction; a taped dialogue in class.Every single child is born to have receptive sense, since then the childbegins to receive various impression by them. A baby learns the mother tongue bylistening skill instead of reading. It is obvious that listening skill is one of theinformation gate. It is very important skill which is frequently forgotten sincemany people think that it is a passive activity in the instruction. It should be welltrained since listening skill is motor to enhance the learning process output.“Listening ability lies at the very heart of all growth, from birth through the yearsof formal education the better those learning skills are developed, the moreproductive our learning efforts”(Brown as cited in Vennum, 2015).Another receptive skill is reading, a multi-faceted skill to derive meaning ofthe printed text accurately and efficiently. It is known that reading is a receptiveskill in the form of written which need higher level ability consists of some seriesof lesser skills. However, reading effectively improves the level of proficiency. Itcan be done by self training activity. One can choose and train the reading skillbased on his own taste. It has many advantages since self selected reading enhanceenthusiasm besides the skill as the main one. Interesting reading will provideinteresting reading material apart from the curriculum, to analyze and evaluatecan bring back their interest in actual reading. As suggested by Shika, readingstrategies should include; recognizing the script of a language, deducing themeaning and use of unfamiliar lexical items, understanding explicitly statedinformation, understanding information when not explicitly stated, understanding
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conceptual meaning, understanding the communicative value of sentences andutterances, understanding relations within the sentence, understanding relationsbetween the parts of a text through lexical cohesion devices, understandingcohesion between parts of a text through grammatical cohesion devices (Shikha2012). The finding about the amount of free reading was strongly related to gainin literacy and language development is highly consistent with previous study(Sullivan and Brown, 2014) entitled “Can Second Language Acquire Reach highLevels of proficiency Through self Reading? An Attempt to Confirm Nation’s (2014)Results”.
ConstructivismConstructivism is a reaction to didactic approaches such as behaviorismand programmed instruction, constructivism states that learning is an active,contextualized process of constructing knowledge rather than acquiring it. AsVygotsky and also Piaget explained that constructivism is an active andconstructive learning paradigm. Learners are the constructor of the information.They construct their own knowledge or the object reality actively. Novelinformation they get from the activity is linked to their prior knowledge. TheKnowledge is constructed based on personal experiences and hypotheses of theenvironment. Learners continuously test these hypotheses through socialnegotiation. Each person has a different interpretation and construction ofknowledge process. The learner is not a blank slate (tabula rasa) but brings pastexperiences and cultural factors to a situation.

Previous studies explained by Cooper, Ertmer & Newby (1993); there is acommon misunderstanding regarding constructivism is that instructors shouldnever tell students anything directly but, instead, should always allow them toconstruct knowledge for themselves. This is actually confusing a theory ofpedagogy with a theory of knowing. Constructivism assumes that all knowledge isconstructed from the learner’s previous knowledge, regardless of how one istaught. Thus, even listening to a lecture involves active attempts to construct newknowledge
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One of the ways to master a language is using it actively in the daily life.However, a foreign language cannot be used daily since the environments do notrecognize it. One cannot get stimuli from the environment. Automatically, responseis an impossible thing to do. In fact, those things are significantly needed inlanguage learning. Consequently, one can have a self practice instead of dailyconversation in the environment. Learning took place when learner had theopportunity to practice making the correct response to a given stimulus based onhis prior knowledge. Every action is viewed as “an interpretation of the currentsituation based on an entire history of previous interaction” (Clancey, 1986).Though someone learn a language as second language or use it in his daily life, itdoes not mean that he will learn the second language smoothly. If he gets incorrectcomprehension, it can be a problem since he will be accustomed to the incorrectone and without any negative evident, it become fossilization. Not all learnersreach the completion stage for every grammatical structure. Many will continue toshow non-target language variability in at least some grammatical features. It is forthis reason that we can talk of fossilization; many learners stop developing whilestill short of target-language competence (Ellis, 2003).The three apps can be a helpful media to maintain that problem, are totally free.Everyone is able to download freely without any charge to buy them. One will notneed any registration, serial number, or temporal limitation of use. One just needsto download by his/her smartphone and install them. Those three appscollaboration will change an ordinary e-book into audible e-book or audio-book.By these apps, receptive skill; reading and listening skill, can be trainedcontinuously in fun way. One can read an e-book easily by his smartphone in sparetime or just listen to the book while he is doing dishes, exercising, walking around,sitting down in the waiting room or even laying on bed. The two activities can bedone simultaneously to have bigger advantages. When someone is experienced byaudio and visual to one object,” it will increase activation in many structuresknown to be involved in emotion processing (including for example amygdala,hippocampus, parahippocampus, insula, striatum, medial ventral frontal cortex,cerebellum, fusiform gyrus)” (Baumgartner et al, 2006). The second advantage,one will know how to pronounce a difficult word he read. The third one, he willunderstand the story faster. The fourth, one can find the meaning of a difficult
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word to increase vocabulary as FB reader is completed by dictionary feature.Many advantages are provided by simple and free thing which possessed by manypeople recently. However the three applications must be collaborated to convertordinary e-book into audible e-book.
FBReaderFBReader is one of free e-book reader application in the Google play whichhas more features than other e-book readers. It is a product of geometerplus.Based on explanation fbreader.org, some features of FBReader are:1. Geometerplus makes its interface resemble to a physical book. Flip overeffect will appear when one slides to the next page or push volumebutton. There is also a progress bar in the bottom of the screen. It letsyou find out the page you look for faster, number of the page, and inwhat page you are.

Picture 1: Flip over effect.2. It can be used as gateway since it is integrated to some e-book provider.It means people are able to find and download other e-book acrossvarious bookstore and website on the internet

Picture 2: E-book provider integrated.
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3. It has library feature which organize the e-book on some categories tofind the e-book in the phone memory easier. It browse based on author,tittle and tag or one can browse saved e-book in the local disk or SDcard. One can also share his e-book to other by Bluetooth, dropbox oremail.

Picture 3: categories of library organization.4. The next is customization features. Some feature can be customizedbased on user taste. One of them is night feature on the back of the book.Background color can be adjusted to make the readers comfortablewhile reading. Besides, appearance, text, color and wallpaper, marginetc are other features of pleasure enhance

Picture 4: Some adjustment feature for readers.5. One can select one word by clicking it to perform dictionarylook up. It is integrated to some dictionary apps and website so one isnot constrain with 1 specific dictionary.

Picture 5: Online and offline dictionary feature.
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As a reader application, it is compatible to some extensions of e-book andalso platforms;
1. EPUB : all the main features except the tables. CSS support is not full.2. EPUB3 : does not support most of ePub 3 specific features3. Mobipocket : opens non-encrypted *.mobi files. DRM-protected files are notsupported.4. FB 2.0 : fully supported5. FB 2.1 : lacks support of tables6. HTML : limited, sufficient support7. Plain text : supported, might not correctly split text into paragraphs.8. RTF : subset of RTF9. DOC (Microsoft Word) : subset of DOC10. PDF :via separate plugin with third-party library11. DjVu : via separate plugin12. DAISY 3 : added to Go Read for Bookshare on Google PlayIt supports some platforms; Android, Microsoft Windows, BlackBerry 10,Mac OS X, FreeBSD, Linux, mobile Linux devices ( Sharp Zaurus with Qtopia-basedROMs, pdaXrom or OpenZaurus ROM, Siemens Simpad with Opensimpad0.9.0/Opie ROM, Nokia 770/N800/N810 Nokia Internet tablets, Pepper Pad 3,Motorola E680i/A780 smartphones, Digital Reader 1000 and Digital ReaderDR800SG, Hanlin eReader etc). However, it needs other softwares to createaudiobook in the smartphone. FB reader need plugin to make it audible.

FBReader TTS PluginFBReader is just a reader application. In order to make an e-book audibleother applications are needed, they are FB reader TTS plugin and Ivona. TTSmeans text to speech, so this apps is functioned as converter of text in the e-bookinto a voice. Its site, fbreader.org, stated that it is a special enhancement forFBReader which is created by FBReader author. However, it has been developedby Hyperionics so that it has better performance;
1. Bluetooth play/pause and previous/next controls are handled correctly.
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2. Plays in the background and Bluetooth controls are still handled, for exampleto use playing music on your phone and listening to your book at the sametime, and pausing/resuming playback as needed.3. Android 4.2 and higher - lock screen widget to pause/resume, next/previoussentence, view book title and progress. This widget can be also used on thehome screen under older versions of Android.4. Read by sentences - the plugin pauses and resumes at individual sentences,instead of entire paragraphs. Upon resume, you don't have to listen from thebeginning of a long paragraph again.5. Enhanced control panel to set book language, open system TTS Settings tochange speech engine, control speech rate, pitch and volume.6. The control panel can be minimized to display only a row of small buttons atthe bottom over the main FBReader screen, if you want to watch the text itreads at the same time.7. Sleep timer.8. Can highlight individual sentences instead of full paragraphs, but thisrequires a small code change in the main FBReader code.

Picture 6: FBReader TTS plugin interface.
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However, nothing is perfect. Some people said that this plugin product can'tpronounce contractions, certain intonation etc. It can be solved by adding othersoftware. It is Ivona text to speech.
Ivona As described by Kaszczuk and Osowskion at Ivona text to speech system atBlizzard Challenge 2006, it consists of two parts inside; front-end and back-end.Front-end has two duties to do. The first is recognizing any text contains symbolssuch as abbreviation or number. It finds the same one for the written form which iscalled normalization. For the second duties, it conveys the phonetic transcription,give the text some marks and also divide the text into phrases, clauses andsentences ended up on the symbolic linguistic representation. After that back-endconverts it into sound based on the recorded sound data base which is calledsynthesizer. The data base contains segmentations of all utterances. They aresegmented by speech recognizer into phone, syllables, morphemes, words,phrases, and sentences. It results a natural, accurate sound and comprehensible.So Far, Ivona supports for some language; English (Us), English (Uk),English (Au), English (Ind), English (Welsh), Welsh, Danish, Dutch, French, FrenchCanadian, German, Icelandic, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Brazilian, Romanian,Russian. Recently, Ivona are having bilateral agreement with Gajah MadaUniversity to make it supports for Javanese language.

Picture 7: Ivona TTS index page.
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ConclusionAudiobook is more interesting than e-book. The conversion of them willbe usefull for learners to develop their competence. There are three applicationsneeded to convert an e-book into audiobook. FBReader, FBreader TTS plugin andIvona are free applications which can be downloaded easily. Some advantages ofthe collaboration are 1) reading and listening skill can be trained continuously infun way. One can read an e-book easily by his smartphone in spare time or justlisten to the book while he is doing dishes, exercising, walking around, sittingdown in the waiting room or even laying on bed. 2) One will know how topronounce a difficult word he read. 3) One will understand the story faster. 4) Onecan find the meaning of a difficult word to increase vocabulary as FB reader iscompleted by dictionary feature. 5) One can choose book based on his own taste.6) It is completely free. One can also find e-book anytime, anywhere since it isintegrated with e-book provider or just copy his own e-book into the smartphone.Those three applications collaboration is suitable media for receptive skilldevelopment. In other word, learners do not depend on teacher to get the materialbut he himself can be a provider.
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